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About
Infinitland
Having extensive experience with
varied

business

sectors,

government

bodies, and the local community, we deeply

Technology is rapidly
changing the world
and how we experience
it. This is especially true
in the business and
education sectors
where we are seeing
new classifications
emerge of learners,
users, and innovators.

understand both the requirements and
challenges of each and we believe that with
the cooperation of experts in their respective
fields we will be able to produce solutions
through the use of state of the art technology
to deal with modern day problems.
Infiniland

Holding

Company

was

established by a group of visionaries who
aim to put forward proposals and related
activities to promote city development,
provide opportunities for the population of
those in our local communities, and be
globally competitive.

Our
FOUNDERS
The founders of Infinitland are a gathering of like-minded social innovators who
come from a variety of professions united with the shared goal of improving quality
of life through Blockchain Technology.
As an early adopter of blockchain technology seven years ago through Electronic
Ticketing Systems, the CEO of Infinitland recently listed his company Arogo Acquisition Corporation on the NASDAQ in an effort to expand globally. This has led to the
establishment of a dynamic new team of Digital Marketing specialists, Blockchain
Developers, IT Architects, NFT and Game Specialists, Government body representatives, and other social and non-profit organizations.
We know that the Digital Economy will play a significant role in shaping the future
and we are ready to lead the way.

Our
FOUNDERS
Mr.Suradech Taweesaengsakulthai
CEO of Arogo Acquisition Corporation

Kungwan Laovirojjanakul
Khon Kaen City Development (KKTT) Co., LTD

Dom charoenyos
CEO Tokenine & DomeClou

Apichai ruangsiripiyakul
Terosoft Capital Group

Thanasit Rujirotmethakun
CEO Great Dream Guild

Our
Businesses
InfinitLand Holding Co. has established 3 business units
each focused on a key sector but all working together.
1. Infinitland Metaverse
2. Infinitland Token
3. Infinitland Game and NFT

Collaboration is important not just because it's a better way to learn.
The spirit of collaboration is penetrating every institution and all of our
lives. So learning to collaborate is part of equipping yourself for effectiveness, problem solving, innovation and life-long learning in an
ever-changing networked economy.”
Don Tapscott

Infinitland
Metaverse
Infinitland is a Play-To-Earn, Learn-To-Earn, and Build-To-Earn blockchain
based world where players can explore, own and develop land, design
their own, or buy and sell other NFT based assets. This is all done by playing

games, solving riddles, attending and teaching courses, or designing
unique assets all in a fun and safe environment.

Vision

Mission

Features

To become the world's

To promote “Digital

Infinitland will operate

leading Metaverse for

Tools” for learning,

building both physical

innovative educational

creation, and mastery.

purposes.

Blockchain Technology,

and virtual realities as

Infinitland aims to

Web 3.0, and the

provide, build, and

Metaverse will all soon

facilitate equal access

be playing key roles not

to industry-leading

only in education, but

educational channels

also the workplace. We

creators a platform

and tools.

aim to ensure everyone

without anyone need-

has an opportunity to

ing to learn any code so

participate in this digi-

that brands and sectors

tal revolution, regard-

can tailor their features

less of where they were

and functionality to

born or financial
circumstances.

well as providing services in environments
created by others. We
allow builders and

their audiences.

Metaverse Builder

The Metaverse Builder allows you to create entire Metaverse Worlds consisting of
multiple objects and environments by simply walking and talking.

Virtual Classroom / Virtual Events

Bring your audience together in an easily accessible by smartphone and immersive
3D virtual world that creates a sense of social and physical presence. Visitors can navigate freely around the virtual event space, attend speaker presentations, visit exhibition booths, and spontaneously interact and network with others attendees. Fully
customizable, you have complete control over the environment and user experience,
creating new opportunities not offered by traditional 2D platforms and physical
events.

Digital Twin using XR merge

Digital twin technology combined with XR merge is being embraced as a major step
forward in sustainable technology and knowledge sharing. Creating a digital twin and
testing functionality with XR technology can optimize performance while reducing risks
and minimizing emissions.

Immersive Education with XR technology

Experience lessons in an immersive environment allows for not only greater enthusiasm towards study, but also better learner retention.

Next Generation of Web 3 / Smart Contracts

We move your business into a Web3 world, employing smart contracts & blockchain
technology to help make businesses of the future more trustworthy, streamlined,
credible, and more profitable..

Land and Community

Building strong online communities will keep users coming back for more. Exciting
features like the Amusement Park, monthly quests and major events hosted in the
Stadium provide fresh content. Those with land can build, design, establish a
business, host their own private or public events, and all can be done without needing
to learn a line of code.

Meet
The Team

Noppakoon Fongthong

Noppanat

Joshua Macknick

CEO

CTO

Metaverse Product Manager

Supattra Yomngam

Nick Barton

Head of Business Partnerships

Community Manager

Vin-sang

Brock Williams

Lead Backend Development

Lead 3D Modeling

Farid
Head of Development

Jan
International Development
Coordinator

Partners
Graffiti , AEA, EON, KKU, DPU, JFin, KGO

Contact information
www.Infinitland.com, Facebook: infinitland, Twitter: @Landinfinit

Infinitland
Token
In the near future, the Digital
Economy will be as large as
the existing one and the challenge for all sectors to adapt
will be just as large. With the
advent of Blockchain Technology, economic models have
significantly changed but
there are still a lot of people
who have difficulty getting
access to this technology, find
it too intimidating to get started, or just don’t trust it. For
those reasons the KGO token
was created to tackle this
issue.

Research conducted about being a Learning city with PMU A (Program
Management Unit on Area Based Development) in 2021 and 2022,
found that technology has played a significant role in developing the
city and improving quality of life. Providing people the tools and training as well as easy access to technology is key to the well-being of the
community.
With this in mind, the founders have decided to create a Digital Utility
accessible to all named KGO Token to help increase awareness among
the community and educate people about Blockchain technology in
the hope that this will encourage the acceptance and a smooth transition to the new economic system in the future.

Mission
1. To promote a better economy at local levels through the Digital Economy.
2. To promote sustainable growth of both the people and the city.
3. To empower society with technological literacy and world class innovations.
4. To facilitate the link between people in the real world with the virtual world
(Metaverse).

Vision
To elevate the current traditional city economic model to a digital economy

Core Values
KGO, which stands for Knowledge Governance Token, is a real world Utility Token issued
by Infinitland Holding Co.. This token can be used as “discount points” for products and
services in the community. This token cannot be bought or sold or exchanged with Thai
Baht, but rather can only be obtained from using the service in our partnered stores
and businesses and from participating in activities in the city, government agencies, or
educational institutions. We are currently implementing this model in the two provinces of Khon Kaen and Rayong with plans for further expansion in other provinces across
the country. Furthermore, this KGO token can be transferred to Infinitland Metaverse to
be used as discount coupons/vouchers in metaverse stores too.

Use cases
KGO Token can be used as discount points for products and services in the community
as well as in the Infinitland ecosystem. KGO users can collect and redeem points at any
partnered stores regardless of the locations or dates. The stores can create their own
campaigns, promotions, and other marketing strategies. The users can also use the
token to attend classes and special events set up by Infinitland.

How to obtain KGO Token
In addition to participating in activities created by Infinitland and partnered stores,
KGO Token can be obtained through other social activities. The users can earn KGO
tokens by contributing to society through tree planting campaigns and other environmental projects, blood donation through registered hospitals and medical institutions,
and class and event participation in universities or other educational institutions.
Our company Infinitland Token does not only act as the bridge between city and technology, we also specialize in providing Tokenomics to the companies or agencies that
want to create and use their own organization’s special token and digital wallet.

Features
Helping develop Local SMEs. There are now more than 600 shops who have partnered
with KGO and more than 7,000 users across the country.

Activity Rewards and Encouraging Education use cases

Educating students about Web 3.0

Our
Services
For Business
KGO token

Business Models
can be

1.

The organization can use

used as an incentive to em-

KGO Wallet within an organi-

ployees or as a reward for cus-

zation

tomers. Companies do not

Token management.

have to invest in this block-

2. The organization can use

chain system but can manage
how to use the token within
their own organization. These
tokens can be linked to the
KGO wallet and other digital
wallets which will help the
organization foster more cus-

through

Infinitland

KGO Wallet within an organization though the company
management.

3.Infinitland Token can create
the specific Token and Digital
Wallet for each company.

tomer interaction while using

4.Infinitland

blockchain technology free of

create the specific Token and

charge.

Digital Wallet for each com-

Token

can

pany and link it to the KGO
Wallet or other digital Wallets

Meet
The Team

Noppakoon Fongthong

Kunanya Yuparamee

CEO

Project Manager of KGO Wallet

Kanokphon Khamphrayae

Thanayaporn Boonnum

Assistant manager

sale and customer relationship

Isarapong Bumrung

Kawin Sirikhanarat

Pirachai chaijinda

Developer

Developer

Developer

Contact information
www.kgotoken.com, Facebook: kgotoken, Line: @kgotoken

Infinitland
Game and NFT

We are a company established to drive and promote local artists as well as to improve
the quality of life of people in the community. We provide an opportunity for people in
the community to earn extra income through games and NFTs.

Vision
Educate and train people to become global creators. Establish a DAO(Decentralized Autonomous Organization) and supportive NFT community
both for those interested in learning more and industry experts.

Mission
Establish Khon Kaen as a city of learning by connecting both the physical
and digital urban development movements.
Encouraging talented local artists to participate in the emerging world of
NFTs and bile growing the community. Create NFT projects with utility that
can be distributed to and used by the general public. Create NFTs and
Games to enhance people's quality of life to generate additional income or
start a new career. Create activities that utilize NFTs in daily life. Provide a
platform and exhibition space for NFTs in all forms showcasing the real
work of the artist both regionally and globally. Enable a secure pathway for
investment to those interested in building NFT projects and investing in
gaming guilds.

Products and Services
Consulting and creating NFT projects for private or various other agencies.
NFT training is provided to creators and artists who are interested in
creating NFT works and selling them in various marketplaces around
the world.
Create physical works that are developed from Digital (NFT) work.
Develop the community through street art works such as wall murals in
both the real world and the virtual world.
Create NFT to enter a new world, such as NFT silk.
Mint NFT services for artists.
Build a community for the Creators group both inside and outside the
area while increasing credibility and interest in NFTs.
Representing and connecting artists under the agency for Collabs with
various brands.
Develop Play2Earn games with a focus on sustainability for both guild
creators and casual players.

Meet
The Team

Jirayu Rareeng

Natee Panchawa

Nateekul Sakuljutathil

Project Manager

Graphic Design

Assistant Manager

Partners
Great Dream Guild
Focus Arena
BoxTradex
Neighborboys

Contact information
Facebook : NFT Next By. Infinity
Twitter : @NFTNextI

